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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are emerging as powerful
tools for image processing. Recent machine learning work has reduced CNNs’ compute and data volumes by exploiting the naturallyoccurring and actively-transformed zeros in the feature maps and
filters. While previous semi-sparse architectures exploit one-sided
sparsity either in the feature maps or the filters, but not both, a recent fully-sparse architecture, called Sparse CNN (SCNN), exploits
two-sided sparsity to improve performance and energy over dense
architectures. However, sparse vector-vector dot product, a key primitive in sparse CNNs, would be inefficient using the representation
adopted by SCNN. The dot product requires finding and accessing
non-zero elements in matching positions in the two sparse vectors
– an inner join using the position as the key with a single value
field. SCNN avoids the inner join by performing a Cartesian product
capturing the relevant multiplications. However, SCNN’s approach
incurs several considerable overheads and is not applicable to nonunit-stride convolutions. Further, exploiting reuse in sparse CNNs
fundamentally causes systematic load imbalance not addressed by
SCNN. We propose SparTen which achieves efficient inner join by
providing support for native two-sided sparse execution and memory storage. To tackle load imbalance, SparTen employs a software
scheme, called greedy balancing, which groups filters by density via
two variants, a software-only one which uses whole-filter density
and a software-hardware hybrid which uses finer-grain density. Our
simulations show that, on average, SparTen performs 4.7x, 1.8x,
and 3x better than a dense architecture, one-sided sparse architecture, and SCNN, respectively. An FPGA implementation shows that
SparTen performs 4.3x and 1.9x better than a dense architecture and
a one-sided sparse architecture, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have resulted
in highly-accurate recognition of image data [22, 25, 27, 34]. CNNs
comprise many layers (e.g., 20-100) each of which employ numerous filters (e.g., 128-1024) to identify features resulting in heavy
compute and large intermediate data which raise both compute and
memory bandwidth concerns for performance and energy.
To reduce the compute and data volume, previous work [2, 42]
exploits the naturally-occurring zeros in the feature maps – the
output of a CNN layer which is input to the next layer – due to the
Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU), which converts negative values to
zeros. These schemes exploit one-sided sparsity – zeros only in the
feature maps while leaving the filter values unchanged. Targeting
two-sided sparsity, recent work [20, 21] actively prunes filter values
below a threshold to be zeros. Such pruning is followed by retraining
to ensure that accuracy is maintained. This sparsity leads to 2-3x
memory size reduction, and 4-9x compute reduction (the zeros in
the tensors are independent giving quadratic compute reductions).
However, current architectures for dense CNNs would be inefficient
for sparse tensor computations (e.g., GPGPU’s SIMT and systolic
array [18, 23], respectively, would have divergence and irregularity
problems).
While current sparse microarchitectures have made some advances, they fall short of some of the following design goals:

CCS CONCEPTS
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] avoid transfer of zeros in both feature maps and filters,
] avoid computing with zeros in both feature maps and filters,
] maintain accuracy, and
] achieve efficient sparse computation.

Current proposals that handle only one-sided sparsity (e.g.,in
feature maps [2, 42] achieve only partial compute and data reduction.
Though EIE [19] targets sparsity in both filters and feature maps
only in fully-connected layers, EIE is performance-equivalent to the
one-sided schemes in that it discards zeros in the filter but incurs
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Cnvlutin

Cambricon-S

SCNN

SparTen

Design Goals
Avoid transfer of all zeros
Avoid computing with all zeros
Maintain accuracy
Efficient fully- sparse computation

Cambricon-X

Table 1: Design Goals (N/a = not applicable)

No
No
Yes
N/a

No
No
Yes
N/a

No
No
No
N/a

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

the filters and broadcasting the input maps (i.e., filter stationary)
also incurs the same problem (e.g., EIE’s input map buffering absorbs temporary imbalance across the filters but does not address
this systematic imbalance). Thus, this fundamental reuse-imbalance
tension is not addressed by any previous scheme.
Sparse BLAS libraries, including cuSPARSE for GPUs, support
sparse linear algebra in High Performance Computing (HPC). However, current HPC hardware and software optimizations for sparse
linear algebra (e.g., [5, 44]) do not address these shortcomings.
To that end, we propose SparTen, a fully-sparse tensor accelerator
architecture, which makes the following contributions:
First, SparTen’s microarchitecture achieves efficient inner join for
full sparsity instead of avoiding the inner join like SCNN. SparTen
provides support for native two-sided sparse execution and memory storage. In contrast, previous architectures except SCNN, being
semi-sparse, do not provide this support, whereas SCNN is inefficient. SparTen confines the products for one output cell to one
multiplier and distributes those for different output cells on different multipliers for parallelism. Thus,SparTen avoids SCNN’s
Cartesian-product overheads. Further, SparTen employs clustered,
asynchronous compute units to handle sparsity. As such, SparTen
is a general sparse linear algebra accelerator applicable to sparse
CNNs using any convolutional stride (and non-convolutional deep
neural networks (DNNs) and sparse HPC, though not the focus of
this paper), unlike SCNN.
Second, to address load imbalance across the computer units of a
cluster, we observe that while input-stationary and filter-stationary
approaches may seem equivalent in capturing reuse, SparTen employs the latter because the filters do not change during recognition.
Based on this observation, SparTen employs an offline software
scheme, called greedy balancing (GB), which has two variants: a
software-only one (GB-S) and a software-hardware hybrid (GB-H).
GB-S groups the filters by density at the granularity of whole filters whereas GB-H’s grouping is at a finer granularity (e.g., 128
elements) for better balance than GB-S. Both variants’ grouping
occurs in software and both “shuffle” the filters’ output positions
within a cluster. GB-S’s whole-filter granularity implies that static,
offline “unshuffling” by rearranging the next layer’s weights suffices.
GB-S’s “unshuffling” is similar to column combining (CC) [26] but
the shuffling criteria are completely different: GB groups filters by
density whereas to improve systolic utilization CC merges whole
sparse filters by jigsaw-fitting filters so that only a few filters have
non-zero values in the same tensor positions (Section 6). Further, unlike CC, GB-H’s finer granularity requires a multi-stage permutation
network within each cluster to dynamically unshuffle the finer-grain
partial sums to the appropriate output sum within the cluster. Unlike SCNN’s high-bandwidth cross bar, this low-bandwidth network
routes a result only once per partial sum (e.g., 32 values after 1287
≈ 18 multiply-adds assuming 32 compute units/cluster, 128-element
partial sum, and 7x compute sparsity). Thus, SparTen efficiently
achieves both filter reuse and load balance.
Our simulations show that, on average, SparTen performs 4.7x,
1.8x, and 3x better than a dense architecture, one-sided sparse architecture, and SCNN, respectively. SparTen also achieves 1.5x and
1.3x lower compute and memory energy than the one-sided architecture. An FPGA implementation shows that SparTen performs 4.3x

compute idling due to the discard. Cambricon-S [43] employs coarsegrain pruning to force regularity in filter sparsity which does not
avoid all zeros and affects accuracy (elaborated in Section 6), and
stores and retrieves zeros in the feature maps but discards zeros in
the computation. Bit-serial schemes [1, 11, 36] that skip zero bits in
the compute by leveraging Booth encoding (1) transfer zero values
incurring on-chip SRAM area and energy, and memory bandwidth
and energy, (2) incur load imbalance (as does any sparse scheme),
and (3) face other issues (Section 6). The semi-sparse value schemes
are summarized in Table 1. In contrast, Sparse CNN (SCNN) [33],
a fully-sparse scheme, targets two-sided sparsity in both the filters
and feature maps. However, there are two shortcomings.
(1) Inefficient sparse microarchitecture: Sparse vector-vector
dot product, a key primitive in sparse CNNs, requires finding nonzero elements in matching positions in two sparse vectors and accessing those elements – an inner join with the position as the key and
a single value field. While implementing the one-sided inner join
is straightforward, the two-sided inner join is challenging. SCNN
avoids the inner join by observing that as a filter ‘slides’ in the ‘X’
(height) and ‘Y’ (width) dimensions over the feature map during
the convolution, each (non-zero) filter cell in a given channel (in
the “Z” dimension) is multiplied by all the (non-zero) feature map
cells in the channel. Because an inner join would result in these
same multiplications, SCNN performs this Cartesian product of
multiplications in parallel without any explicit inner join. However,
these concurrent multiplications produce unrelated products destined
for different output cells while spreading over different multipliers
the products destined for the same output cell. Consequently, the
Cartesian-product approach incurs many overheads: (a) numerous
implicit barriers (i.e., a 512-channel map may incur 64 barriers to
produce one output cell), (b) a high-bandwidth cross bar to route
products to partial sums (e.g., 16x32 8-bit crossbar [33]) and many
address calculators (e.g., 32 adders for 16 multipliers), and (c) either
compute underutilization at the input maps’ X-Y borders and for
smaller filters (e.g., 1x1 filters), or more buffering for larger filters.
Further, this approach is not applicable to non-unit-stride convolutions in CNNs (e.g., ResNets) or non-convolutional deep neural
networks.
(2) Load Imbalance: SCNN employs Eyeriss’s input stationary
approach [8] where the input feature maps are held in the processing
elements (PEs) to capture input reuse across the filters which are
broadcast to the units to capture filter reuse across inputs (two-way
reuse). However, because different input maps inevitably have different sparsities and because all the maps are multiplied by the same
filter, the PEs with denser maps would lag behind those with sparser
maps by the next filter broadcast. Buffering the later filters would
not address this systematic load imbalance. The load imbalance can
be alleviated if each PE independently fetches the filters but at the
complete loss of filter reuse via broadcast. The alternative of holding
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Figure 1: Deep Neural Network
Figure 2: Sparse vector-vector multiplication using CSR
and 1.9x better than a dense architecture and a one-sided sparse
architecture, respectively.

2

SCNN employs HPC’s Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) representation for sparse tensors using pointers to non-zero values. Multiplying two CSR tensors requires finding matching non-zero positions
in the tensors and accessing the corresponding values – an inner join
using the position as the key with a single value field. CSR requires
incrementally searching a tensor’s pointers for a match against the
next pointer in the other tensor (Figure 2). Upon finding a matching
position, accessing the corresponding value requires tracking the
number of previous non-zero positions from the tensor start to the
matching position in each of the input tensors. Implementing the
one-sided inner join is straightforward, but the two-sided inner join
using CSR or CSC is inefficient.
SCNN avoids implementing the inner join via the observation that
as a filter “slides” in the “X” (height) and “Y” (width) dimensions
over the feature map during the convolution, each (non-zero) filter
cell in a given channel (in the “Z” dimension) is multiplied by all
the (non-zero) feature map cells in the channel (Figure 1). Because
an inner join would result in these same multiplications, SCNN
performs this Cartesian product of multiplications in parallel without
any explicit inner join. This strategy guarantees that no unnecessary
multiplications with zeros occur while avoiding the inner join. The
PE adds each product to the appropriate output map cell held in an
accumulator buffer. The output tensor is computed first as a dense
tensor (i.e., includes zeros). After applying Rectified linear unit
(ReLU) which converts negative values into zeros, the output tensor
is converted to the sparse CSR format.
The input map is tiled along the X-Y dimensions (Figure 1). Each
PE is assigned a tile whose size is limited by the number of accumulator buffers to hold the tile’s output. There is near-neighbor inter-PE
communication to handle more than one neighboring input tile contributing to the same output cell at the tile boundary. SCNN authors
argue that instead of tiling the input, tiling the output would incur
other problems such as replication of the input cells contributing to
more than one output tile and the Cartesian product may result in
multiplying unnecessary input-filter products. However, extracting
such an X-Y tile, where each dimension has variable number of
elements due to sparsity, is hard.

SPARSE CNNS

As mentioned in Section 1, there are many layers in a CNN each of
which uses many filters to extract features [22, 25, 27, 34]. A layer’s
output feature map is the next layer’s input map. Each layer’s input
map is a tensor with height h, width w, and depth d which is the
number of channels equal to the number of filters in the previous
layer (Figure 1). Each filter is also a tensor with typically equal
height and width, k, and the same channel count as that of the input
map (Figure 1). Each layer’s output map dimensions are h x w x n,
assuming n filters in the layer.
Each output map cell – a cell is a scalar – is a tensor product of
the input map and a filter ( Figure 1). This product can be expressed
as a vector-vector multiplication. The next output map cell results
from the dot product with the filter “slid over” by a stride along the
height and width dimensions, one at a time, in a two-dimensional
convolution. The filer does not slide along the channel dimension.
Each layer in a dense CNN results in h ∗ w ∗ k2 ∗ d ∗ n multiplyadds assuming d input- and n output-channels, ignoring boundary
effects. In a dense CNN, each filter cell in a channel is reused by
every cell in the input map’s corresponding channel (h ∗ w times).
Similarly, each input map cell is reused for every filter (k2 ∗ n times
in all).
Sparse CNNs dramatically cut the amount of compute (e.g., 49x) and data (e.g., 2-3x) by avoiding zeros. In doing so, the reuse
patterns remain the same though the reuse counts decrease. However,
implementing sparse vector-vector multiplication, the key primitive
in sparse CNNs, is challenging.

2.1

SCNN

As discussed in Section 1, Cnvlutin [2] and others [42] exploit onesided sparsity of either the feature maps or the filters but not both.
SCNN [33] extends the idea to full, two-sided sparsity. SCNN employs a cluster (e.g., 8x8) of asynchronous processing elements (PEs)
comprising several multipliers (e.g., 4x4) and accumulators (e.g.,
32). Each PE holds a tensor of the input map as per the input stationary approach. The filters are broadcast to the PEs to be multiplied by
relevant tensors of the input. Thus, SCNN captures both each filter’s
reuse across the input maps and each input map’s reuse across the filters. To ensure good utilization of the multipliers and accumulators,
each PE operates on a few filters at a time (e.g., 8).

2.1.1 SCNN’s overheads: In SCNN’s Cartesian-product strategy,
however, the concurrent multiplications produce unrelated products
destined for different output cells while spreading over different multipliers the products destined for the same output cell. Consequently,
this approach incurs many considerable overheads.
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First, because the products are unrelated, each product has to
be routed to its sum held in an accumulator buffer. Because every
product needs to be routed and because the products destined for
a given partial sum may come from any multiplier, the routing
requires a high-bandwidth cross bar between the multipliers and
adders (SCNN uses a 16x32 crossbar). Further, each product needs
to compute the address of its partial sum. While the calculation is
simple (amounts to computing the differences between coordinates
of the input map cell and the filter cell), each product’s computation
is different requiring many adders (e.g., at least 32 adders for the
16 multipliers per PE). While the latency of these overheads can be
hidden, the complexity and energy costs are high.
Second, the Cartesian-product strategy assumes that a filter cell is
multiplied by every input map cell, which is true only for unit-stride
convolutions. For k-stride convolutions, a filter cell is multiplied by
every kth input map cell. Further, a filter cell is multiplied by only
one input map cell for the fully-connected layers of RNNs, LSTMs,
and MLPs. As such, the Cartesian-product strategy restricts SCNN’s
applicability only to CNNs with unit-stride convolutions.
Third, SCNN reports intra-PE underutilization due to fewer nonzero values in the input tile or filter than needed by the 4x4 multiplier
array in each PE. The lower count may be caused by natural sparsity
or small filters (e.g., 1x1 filters) despite operating on multiple filters
as mentioned above. More filters would alleviate this problem but
would also need more accumulator buffers.
Fourth, each filter tensor is broadcast to all the PEs to capture
filter reuse and unrelated outputs need buffering. Consequently, limited filter buffering at the PEs implies numerous global, inter-PE
barriers (e.g., a 512-channel input feature map may incur 64 barriers
to produce one output cell). These barriers expose inter-PE load
imbalance due to (1) varying feature map sparsity, (2) truncated
input tiles at the input maps’ edges due to the X-Y input tiling, and
(3) input tiles leaving a laterally-inverted L-shaped remainder in the
input map. Using smaller tiles to decrease this imbalance would
reduce intra-PE utilization or reuse.
While the above second and third reasons are specific to SCNN’s
input tiling, the first reason is not. To capture filter reuse across the
input maps, SCNN holds the input maps in the PEs while the filters
are broadcast to the PEs. However, the varying sparsity among the
input maps induces systematic load imbalance among the PEs. The
PE holding a denser map would repeatedly take longer with most
filters than a PE holding a sparser map. No amount of buffering
would address this imbalance. Holding the filters instead of the input
maps has the same effect. Solving this imbalance by not broadcasting
the filters and having each PE independently fetch the filters to
balance the PEs’ work across the filters would result in the loss
of filter reuse. SCNN does not address this fundamental tension
between reuse and load imbalance due to which SCNN reports
significant PE idling at the barriers.

3

Figure 3: Efficient sparse vector-vector multiplication
to multipliers for parallelism. Second, to address load imbalance
while achieving full reuse, SparTen employs an offline software
scheme called greedy balancing which groups filters by density via
two variants, a software-only one which uses whole-filter density
and a software-hardware hybrid which uses finer-grain density.

3.1

Efficient inner join

Instead of HPC’s CSR or CSC representations, SparTen uses a bitmask representation where a sparse tensor is a two tuple of a bit mask,
called SparseMap, and a set of non-zero values. The SparseMap has
1’s for positions with non-zero values and 0’s otherwise (Figure 3).
For ease of implementation, tensors are broken up into chunks of n
positions to give n-bit SparseMaps and the corresponding (variable
number of) non-zero data values (e.g., n = 128).
The vector-vector dot product is a basic unit of computation for
tensor processing. Implementing inner join, and therefore sparse
vector-vector dot product, with the bit-mask representation is efficient. The key steps in an inner-join are: (1) finding the matching
non-zero bit positions in the two tensors and (2) accessing the corresponding values. The first step is achieved by ANDing the tensors’
SparseMaps to find the matches which are the set bits in the ANDresult (Figure 3). Using the matching positions, the compute unit
multiplies the corresponding pairs of values in the tensors, one at a
time, as follows (from top to bottom in Figure 3). To find the next
matching pair’s position, we clear the current matching pair’s bit in
the AND-result when the pair is done (shown by a zero next to the
topmost match position in the AND-result in Figure 3). To identify
the next matching pair, we need the next topmost set bit in the ANDresult. This bit is identified by a priority encoder (priority decreases
from top to bottom). In the second step, a prefix sum circuit counts
the number of 1’s in each of the input tensors’ SparseMaps above
the newly-identified bit (the second-from-top matching position Figure 3). For each tensor, the count provides the number of non-zero
values before the current value (Figure 3 shows the counts for the
second-from-top match position). These counts provide the address
offsets needed for accessing the current values. Upon multiplying
the two values, the compute unit accumulates the product to the
partial sum held locally in the unit. Fortunately, prefix sum [29] and
priority encoder have well-studied, efficient implementations with
carry lookahead-like logarithmic delays in the SparseMap bit width
instead of ripple carry-like linear delays. Recall from Section 2.1
that inner join using CSR or CSC involves inefficient searching for
matching non-zero positions and counting the non-zero values from
the start until the matching positions to obtain the matching values’
address offsets.
Surprisingly, the bit-mask representation is also space- efficient
in addition to being compute-efficient. The space efficiency of the

SPARTEN

Recall from Section 1 that SparTen makes two contributions. First,
SparTen achieves efficient inner join by providing support for native
two-sided sparse execution and memory storage, instead of avoiding
the inner join like SCNN. To avoid SCNN’s execution overheads
due to its Cartesian-product approach, SparTen confines one output
cell’s products to one multiplier and distributes different output cells
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representation depends on the degree of sparsity. In HPC, sparse
data is extremely sparse where the pointer representation is efficient
(e.g., only 0.1% of values are non-zero). In contrast, the sparsity
in machine learning models is much less (e.g., 33%-50% of values
are non-zero). Consequently, a bit-mask representation is smaller.
Here is a simple analysis: If we assume that a fraction f is nonzero in a set of n l-bit values, then a pointer representation needs
f ∗ n ∗ log2 n + f ∗ n ∗ l bits whereas the bit-mask representation needs
n + f ∗ n ∗ l bits. Note that this count does not include any additional
pointers needed for managing the variable number of elements in
sparse data which are common to both representations. For the
pointer scheme to be smaller f ∗ n ∗ log2 n < n which implies that
f < 1log2 n which means f has to be small for large n. In CNNs, the
number of filter values is of the order of several millions requiring f
to be smaller than 120 for the pointer scheme to be better whereas
the observed f is around 13 to 12. Some CSC or CSR formats use
zero-string run-length encoding to compress the pointers (e.g., [19]).
However, shorter run lengths achieve higher compression (e.g., run
length of 4 requires 2 bits) but incur (1) redundant pointers for
strings of zeroes longer than the run length, making representation
efficiency depend on the sparsity and zero run-length distribution
and (2) redundant zero compute for such redundant pointers. Simple
bit-mask representation avoids these overheads.
The data is held in two parts: the first part comprises an array
of two tuples each of which is a chunk’s SparseMap followed by
a pointer to the chunk’s non-zero data values. The array is as long
as there are chunks in a filter or feature map. There are three such
arrays for each layer, one each for (a) all the filters, (b) the input
map, and (c) the output map. The second part holds the non-zero values, which are variable in number, making their layout a little more
involved, especially for the non-read-only feature maps. Further,
as we see below, different parts of a layer’s feature map is output
concurrently by different clusters of compute units in SparTen. As
such, a contiguous layout of all the values of the output feature
map, which vary in number from one chunk to the next, or of even
the SparseMaps and the values together, may serialize the clusters’
writes of the values to memory. At the other extreme, if a chunk’s
values were discontiguous from those of another chunk then there
may be fragmentation and fine-grained memory management issues.
Note that this issue arises for all one- or two-sided sparse architectures that exploit sparsity in the feature maps. SparTen’s simple
compromise is to lay out contiguously each cluster’s output values
while keeping apart different clusters’ outputs in different memory
regions ensuring that the clusters need not be serialized for writing
the values to memory. At the same time, because there are only a few
tens of clusters, fragmentation and management issues are alleviated.
Each cluster’s region holds the values of a contiguous sub-tensor
of the output map by slicing the X or Y dimensions while leaving
the Z (channel) axis intact. Because of the data pointer with each
SparseMap, only each of a chunk’s bit mask and value vector has
to be contiguous, a cluster’s region need not be. So it is adequate to
allocate for the average case with some padding (e.g., 10%), while
using a watermark-based fallback for additional allocations in the
background as the cluster continues to work.
All the data is stored in the axes order of Z, X and Y. The Z-first
format ensures that the SparseMaps for an input map tensor or filter
are contiguous for a compute unit access. We pad the SparseMaps

Figure 4: SparTen microarchitecture
with 0’s when the channel count is a non-multiple of 128 (chunk
size). An extreme special case is the initial 3-channel input image
which is dense (i.e., zeroes are present). The input can be formatted
into SparTen’s representation by simply creating bit masks with
three 1’s padded by 125 0’s and a pointer to the dense data (values
are not padded).
Finally, SCNN, Cnvlutin, and Cambricon-X use CSR and EIE
uses a variant of HPC’s compressed sparse column representation
(CSC). Cambricon-S [43] is the only other architecture to use a
bit-mask representation. Cambricon-S uses a common bit-mask for
a set of coarsely-pruned filters (constructed offline in software) but
does not support sparse representation for the feature maps (i.e.,
stores and retrieves zeros in the feature maps). Instead, CambriconS skips zeros in the feature maps during computation. In contrast,
SparTen supports native two-sided sparse execution which retrieves,
consumes, produces, and stores only non-zeros.

3.2

SparTen microarchitecture

We envision SparTen as a sparse tensor accelerator attached to the
CPU-memory bus. The accelerator exposes BLAS-like interfaces for
matrix-vector (C ← Ax + y) and matrix-matrix multiplications (C ←
A×B with some simplifications. The interface allows for incremental
construction of vectors to handle non-contiguous layout of tensors.
Effectively all tensors are linearized on-the-fly into vectors for the
matrix-vector or matrix-matrix operations.
Because sparse computation is not efficient in a SIMD, SIMT, or
systolic organization, SparTen employs asynchronous compute units
(left in Figure 4). Each compute unit, comprising a multiplier, an
accumulator, the inner join circuitry (Section 3.1), and buffers for
inputs and output, performs a sparse vector-vector dot product. A
cluster of the units together (e.g., 32) perform a sparse matrix-vector
multiplication to produce a sparse output vector in our representation (right in Figure 4). A SparTen implementation typically has
many clusters for high compute bandwidth (e.g., 32 which gives 1K
multiply-accumulate units in all). A key feature of SparTen is that
the clusters produce different outputs and work independently. For
energy efficiency, the compute units employ simple state machine
control instead of program control.
To capture both filter reuse across input maps and input map
reuse across filters, each compute unit has a local buffer to hold a
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filter chunk which is reused across multiple input map chunks. While
computation proceeds chunk-by-chunk, memory transfers may occur
in a different granularity (e.g., 128 B). At the start of a CNN layer,
the CPU instructs each compute unit of a cluster to fetch and hold a
chunk of a filter (SparseMaps and non-zero data values). The CPU
then issues a fetch of an input map chunk from on-chip or off-chip
memory which is broadcast to the cluster’s compute units which then
computes the filter-map dot product using the inner join circuitry.
Each compute unit locally accumulates an output cell’s partial sum
as more input channels may remain to be processed (Figure 4). The
CPU then issues the rest of the input chunks to each compute unit to
complete its output cell, including any ReLU operation which may
results in a zero. Consecutive compute units produce consecutive
output channels. An output collector collects each compute unit’s
output, discards zero values, and on-the-fly produces a sparse output
tensor (SparseMap and non-zero data values) broken up into chunks
(Figure 4). If the channel count is not a multiple of 128 then (1)
the output collector pads the SparseMap with zero bits (as many as
there are compute units) and (2) the CPU rounds off the padding
to the nearest multiple of 128. The permute network in Figure 4 is
explained later in Section 3.3.
Figure 5 illustrates the hardware support for efficient on-the-fly
conversion. A simple per-value zero-detection (EXNOR gate) generates the SparseMap. The output values must be compacted by eliminating any interleaving zeros. Such compacting is easily achieved
using an inverted prefix sum that counts zeros in the SparseMap
to shift the non-zero elements accordingly. Figure 5 illustrates the
operation for the sixth value (shown in red) from the left. Because
there are two zeros to the left of it, the value is shifted to the left
by two positions. (The figure assumes that the values in the third
and fourth positions have already been shifted left by one position
each.) Unlike issue queue compaction in out-of-order-issue processors [15] which needs to be fast, this output compaction need not
be fast (e.g., 32 output cells produced in parallel after 3 ∗ 3 ∗ 2567
≈ 329 multiply-adds assuming 32 compute units/cluster, 3x3x256
filters, and 7x compute sparsity).
The cluster’s output is written to the output bit-mask and data
value arrays in memory (pointers provided by the CPU). The cluster returns the count of the non-zero output values to the CPU to
increment the output map value array pointer for the next round of
output. To ensure that each cluster produces a contiguous sub-tensor
of the output map in the cluster’s memory region (Section 3.1), the
CPU issues the corresponding input-map sub-tensors and all the
filters to the same cluster (capturing input map reuse and filter reuse).
SparTen assigns one output cell per compute unit which, unlike
SCNN, requires no near-neighbor communication.
The CPU places many requests to keep the compute units busy
(i.e., there is request buffering). There is output buffering to achieve
filter reuse across multiple input maps. Because the filters are held
only one chunk at a time which may not be the entire filter, reusing
each filter chunk across multiple inputs implies buffering the corresponding incomplete outputs until completion (by processing the rest
of each filter and input map). Fortunately, an entire input map and
filter, including all the chunks, produce just one output cell, so the
buffer size is modest (e.g., 32 output cells per compute unit). However, this buffering cannot address the systematic load imbalance
across the filters which we address in Section 3.3. To hide memory

Figure 5: On-the-fly conversion to sparse representation
latency, the input map, filter and output map are double-buffered
so that later input map chunks are fetched and broadcast, and the
previous output map data is written while processing the current
input chunks to produce the current output data. For example, the
input map and filter each has a 128-bit mask for the SparseMap and
a 128-byte block for data values, and the output data is 32 1-byte
cells. Thus, in a 32-unit cluster, the total buffering is [128 bytes +
128 bits (input) + 128 bytes + 128 bits (filter) + 32 bytes (output)] *
32 (units) * 2 (double-buffering) = 20 KB (i.e., 640 B per multiplier).
In comparison, SCNN needs 26 KB per PE including accumulator double buffering (i.e., 1.625 KB per multiplier) [33]. SparTen’s
buffering increases due to its load balancing scheme (Section 3.3),
pushing SparTen closer to SCNN in buffer capacity.
Recall from Section 2.1.1 that in SCNN’s Cartesian-product strategy, the concurrent multiplications produce unrelated products destined for different output cells while spreading over different multipliers the products destined for the same output cell. This approach
incurs numerous barriers, a high-bandwidth crossbar and many address calculators per PE, cannot handle non-unit-stride convolutions
(or non-convolutional DNNs), and either underutilizes PEs at the input maps’ X-Y borders and for smaller filters (e.g., 1x1), or requires
more buffering for larger filters. In contrast, SparTen leverages its
efficient inner join to confine the products for one output cell to one
multiplier and distribute those for different output cells on different
multipliers for parallelism. Consequently, SparTen avoids SCNN’s
problems. Because SparTen’s inner join produces different output
cells in separate compute units, SparTen applies to convolutions of
any stride (and also to non-convolutional DNNs) and avoids SCNN’s
cross bars. Each of SparTen’s compute units produces only one output cell at a time (1) requiring just one address calculation for all the
products in a chunk and (2) allowing more room for input buffering
and hence fewer implicit barriers at input broadcast. Producing a
single output cell also means that a chunk can capture many channels
for smaller filters to achieve high compute-unit utilization without
increasing output buffering as all the channels contribute to the same
output cell. Because SparTen assigns one output cell per compute
unit there is no underutilization due to input tiling.

3.3

Greedy balancing

Because different filters held in a cluster’s compute units inevitably
have different sparsity and because all the filters are multiplied by the
same input map, the units with denser filters would lag behind those
with sparser filters by the next input map broadcast. The broadcast
would impose an implicit barrier across the compute units exposing
the load imbalance, as seen in SCNN Section 2.1.1. For example,
across a collection of 20 layers’ filters from ResNet-152, utilization
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Figure 6: Greedy Balancing (GB-H)
would vary from 52% to 65% at best. Buffering the later input maps
would not address this systematic load imbalance which can be
alleviated if each compute unit independently fetches the maps but
at the complete loss of input map reuse. Thus, this reuse-imbalance
tension is fundamental.
To achieve both reuse and load balance, we propose an offline
load-balancing approach, called greedy balancing (GB). While the
true data-dependent estimate of work requires us to count the work
where both the feature map and the filter are non-zero, we found
that load-balancing based solely on the density of filters is an effective proxy. Because filters do not change during execution, one
option may be to sort offline a layer’s filters by density so that the
filters within a cluster are similar in density. Because input maps
are computed online, the input-stationary approach is not amenable
to such offline processing. For this reason, SparTen employs the
filter-stationary approach. Further, the offline filter processing cost
is amortized over numerous input images.
GB has two variants: a software-only one (GB-S) and a softwarehardware hybrid (GB-H). GB-S simply sorts all the filters of a layer
by whole-filter density so that filters assigned to a cluster are similar in density. However, this sorting “shuffles” the filters’ output
positions in the channel axis. To match the new positions with the
filters’ weights in the next layer, GB-S statically “unshuffles” the
next layer’s weights in software (once for all image inputs). Thus, the
offline processing proceeds layer by layer, unshuffling each layer’s
weights to match the previous layer and then sorting the layer’s
filters for load balance.
Because the filter density varies across chunks, GB-S incurs perchunk load imbalance during execution (recall that chunks impose
implicit barriers). GB-H addresses this issue by offline sorting the
filters on a per-chunk basis. However, per-chunk sorting implies
that the partial sum outputs of the chunks of a filter are “shuffled”
to different positions. This shuffling cannot be fixed statically. Accordingly, GB-H employs a multi-stage permutation network to
“unshuffle” the partial sum of each chunk to the appropriate output
sum. However, because the filters of a layer are distributed across
SparTen’s clusters for parallelism, (per-chunk) sorting together all
the filters of a layer would require a global network connecting all

the clusters. Restricting the sorting only to the filters within a cluster would need only a local, per-cluster network but may result in
filters with varying density within each cluster, which is the original
problem. To solve this dilemma, GB-H assigns twice as many filters
to a cluster as its compute units and collocates on the first compute
unit the per-chunk densest and sparsest filters within the cluster, the
second densest and second sparsest filters on the second unit, and
so on. Thus, the load imbalance across the pairs is much less than
that across the individual filters. In Figure 6(a), we show eight filters,
F1 through F8, with a chunk size of eight weights, the densities for
chunk i (density is the number of 1’s in the SparseMap), and the
density-sorted rank order across the filters. The figure shows the
filter pairings for GB-H’s colocation (e.g., F1 and F5, and F2 and
F8). Figure 6(b) and (c), respectively, show the utilization on four
compute units without GB-H and with GB-H (the shaded, useful
time cycles in each unit correspond to the 1’s in the SparseMap
whereas the unshaded cycles are wasted due to load imbalance). In
the rare case of filters being too few, assigning two filters per compute unit in GB-H may underutilize the cluster more than improve
load balance. Fortunately, this condition can be detected statically
and GB-S (or GB-H) can be turned off.
Further, because such collocation can alleviate any residual imbalance even in GB-S, we employ whole-filter collocation, pairing
dense and sparse filters as described above. This whole-filter collocation can be unshuffled offline in software (as described above)
and hence does not require any network, unlike GB-H’s per-chunk
collocation. Note that instead of GB, dynamically dispatching filters
to idle compute units (1) would result in more filter movement (i.e.,
loss of filter reuse) and (2) is unlikely to perform as well as GB
which statically collocates appropriate filter pairs.
The CPU simply instructs each compute unit to fetch and hold
a collocated pair of filter chunks. Each compute unit sequentially
multiplies the input map chunk with the two filters’ chunks producing two partial sums which are routed by the permutation network
(Figure 4). Because the output collector (Section 3.2) comes after
the permutation network, the latter does not complicate the former.
Unlike SCNN’s high-bandwidth cross bar, this low-bandwidth network routes a result only once per chunk of multiply-adds (e.g.,
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Table 2: Hardware parameters (* multiply-accumulate units)
Architecture

MACs*/cluster
large small

# clusters
large small

buffer/MAC

Dense
SCNN
SparTen

32
16
32

32
64
32

8B
1.63 KB
0.97 KB

16
16
16

16
16
16

Table 3: Benchmarks

32 values after 1287 ≈ 18 multiply-adds assuming 32 compute
units/cluster, 128-element chunk and 7x compute sparsity). Further,
the permutation latency can be hidden under the next chunk’s computation. As such, unlike high-bandwidth permutation networks (e.g.
Benes network [6], Clos network [10], our low-bandwidth network
needs significantly fewer resources. However, collocation doubles
the buffering for the filters and outputs (each collocated filter produces a different output cell), so that SparTen’s total buffering increases to [128 bytes + 128 bits (input) + (128 bytes + 128 bits) * 2
(collocated filters) + 32 bytes * 2 (collocated output)] * 32 (units)
* 2 (double-buffering) = 31 KB (i.e., 992 B per multiplier). This
buffering is smaller than SCNN’s (Section 3.2).
Due to the low-bandwidth demand, SparTen’s network significantly “thins” all the links and switches of traditional permutation
networks. For example, a fully-provisioned network must accommodate the possibility that all values traverse the bisection concurrently.
Instead, we limit bisection bandwidth to just four values at a time
(i.e., 8 4-value batches routed in 18 cycles in the above example).
If more values must traverse the bisection, they are scheduled in
later cycles left vacant by the low bandwidth demand. Our analysis
reveals that using modest bandwidth (1/8th of full provisioning) is
more than adequate to handle GB’s demand. Similarly, though GB
results in two collocated outputs being produced per cluster, the
low-bandwidth demand implies that a single output collector can
sequentially produce the two output SparseMaps.

4

Benchmark

input

Layer0
Layer1
Layer2
Layer3
Layer4

224x224x3
55x55x64
27x27x192
13x13x384
13x13x256

Inc._3a_1x1
Inc._3a_3x3red
Inc._3a_3x3
Inc._3a_5x5red
Inc._3a_5x5
Inc._3a_poolprj
Inc._5a_1x1
Inc._5a_3x3red
Inc._5a_3x3
Inc._5a_5x5red
Inc._5a_5x5
Inc._5a_poolprj
Layer0
Layer1
Layer2
Layer3
Layer4
Layer5
Layer6
Layer7
Layer8
Layer9
Layer10
Layer11
Layer12

METHODOLOGY

We evaluate SparTen using a cycle-level simulator and a working
System Verilog implementation realized on an FPGA.
Simulator: We build a cycle-level performance simulator for each
of a dense accelerator, SCNN, and SparTen. The SparTen simulator
can be configured for one-sided or two-sided sparsity. For the dense
accelerator, the simulator captures the zero computations, which
provide opportunity for the sparse architectures, without imposing
sparse computation overheads (i.e., inner-join, permutation network,
and output compaction). For SCNN, the simulator faithfully captures
the key sources of performance loss (e.g., intra-PE idling and interPE barriers). We set SCNN input tile size to be 6x6 which performs
the best in a search of the tile size space based on 1K accumulator
buffers and output group size of 8 [33]). For SparTen, the simulator
captures any residual load imbalance even after greedy balancing and
any other idling. Additionally, we also configure SparTen for onesided sparsity to act as a proxy for previous one-sided schemes (e.g.,
Cnvlutin, Cambricon-X, and EIE’s zero-idling). We use detailed
energy estimates based on our Verilog implementation.
Simulated systems: We simulate an aggressive configuration for
AlexNet and VGGNet, and a scaled-down configuration for the
smaller GoogLeNet models. The hardware parameters are listed
in Table 2. In our comparisons, we ensure that all the architectures
have closely similar resources, such as compute units, on-chip buffering, and memory bandwidth, so that the performance differences

input
density

AlexNet
100%
38%
24%
20%
24%
GoogLeNet
28x28x192
58%
28x28x192
58%
28x28x96
68%
28x28x192
58%
28x28x16
85%
28x28x192
58%
7x7x832
31%
7x7x832
31%
7x7x192
42%
7x7x832
31%
7x7x48
69%
7x7x832
31%
VGGNet
224x224x3
100%
224x224x64
57%
224x224x64
49%
112x112x128 52%
112x112x128 36%
56x56x256
39%
56x56x256
49%
56x56x256
16%
28x28x512
27%
28x28x512
30%
28x28x512
13%
14x14x512
22%
14x14x512
28%

filter

#
filters

filter
density

11x11x3
5x5x64
3x3x192
3x3x384
3x3x256

64
192
384
256
256

84%
38%
35%
37%
37%

1x1x192
1x1x192
3x3x96
1x1x192
5x5x16
1x1x192
1x1x832
1x1x832
3x3x192
1x1x832
5x5x48
1x1x832

64
96
128
16
32
32
384
192
384
48
128
128

38%
41%
43%
35%
33%
47%
37%
38%
39%
35%
38%
36%

3x3x3
3x3x64
3x3x64
3x3x128
3x3x128
3x3x256
3x3x256
3x3x256
3x3x512
3x3x512
3x3x512
3x3x512
3x3x512

64
64
128
128
256
256
256
512
512
512
512
512
512

58%
21%
34%
36%
53%
24%
42%
32%
27%
34%
32%
29%
36%

stem only from the architectural differences and not resource disparities. A TPU-like dense accelerator needs only 8 bytes of buffering
per multiply-accumulate unit (MAC) to achieve the highest performance [40]. Adding more buffers will hurt the accelerator’s energy
without improving performance. In dense accelerators, every element in a tensor is guaranteed to be multiplied so that each MAC in
a systolic pipeline needs to (double-) buffer only the input element
pair and output. In sparse architectures including SparTen, however,
not knowing statically which element would be multiplied forces
more conservative buffering per MAC.
FPGA implementation: Using our working RTL, we implement
one SparTen cluster with 32 compute units in System Verilog realized on a Terasic DE2-150 FPGA development board which has an
Intel/Altera Cyclone IV FPGA interfaced to an external SDRAM
(2.8Gbps). Running at 50 MHz, the FPGA has over 300 DSP multiplyaccumulate units, 150K logic elements and 820 KB of RAM blocks.
We use Intel’s Quartus Prime (v15.0) with Qsys system builder for
synthesis. We integrate our accelerator with a soft core (Nios II). We
check the numerical correctness of our implementation.
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For AlexNet (Figure 7), One-sided is better than Dense as expected. SparTen-no-GB is better than One-sided by exploiting twosided sparsity. By alleviating load imbalance, SparTen-GB-S is better
than SparTen-no-GB. SparTen is even better than SparTen-GB-S due
to better fine-grained load balance. Overall, SparTen achieves 4.7x
mean speedup over Dense (1.8x over One-sided) due to its efficient
microarchitecture for inner-join and greedy balancing for load balance – our two contributions (Section 1). SCNN is hindered by its
overheads (discussed next) and falls behind even One-sided. Consistent with expectations and in line with SCNN’s results, however,
SCNN is better than SCNN-one-sided and SCNN-dense both of
which inherit SCNN’s overheads. VGGNet and GoogLeNet follow
the same trends, except in Layer 0 of VGGNet where the shallow
channel depth (3 channels) hurts SparTen. SparTen-no-GB is better
than SparTen-GB-S and SparTen for GoogLeNet layers 5x5_reduce
layers of both Inception 3a and Inception 5a which have 16 and 48
filters (see Table 3), respectively. Because the filter counts are not
multiples of 32 in these layers, the collocation in SparTen-GB-S
and SparTen leaves half the compute units unutilized. Removing
the whole-filter collocation from SparTen-GB-S results in worse
performance in most other benchmarks (not shown).
These improvements closely track the per-benchmark density
listed in Table 3. For example, AlexNet layers 2 through 4, VGGNet
layers 7 through 12,and GoogLeNet layers Inception 5a 1x1 through
Inception 5a 5x5_reduce and Inception 5a_pool_proj, have low
density in input map and/or filter, resulting in higher improvements
for the SparTen variants.

Figure 7: AlexNet Speedup (* mean excludes Layer0)
Area/Power/Clock speed estimates from ASIC synthesis: We performed synthesis of our System Verilog implementation of one 32CU SparTen cluster using Synopsys’s Design Compiler. We used the
45nm technology FreePDK45 library [39]. Because the FreePDK45
does not include a memory compiler, the buffers are synthesized
using flip-flops which are expensive in area and power, rather than
SRAM arrays. To avoid this artificial bloat that would not exist in a
real implementation, we separately model the area and power of the
buffers using Cacti 6.5 [32]. For Cacti power estimation, we assume
one read and one write per cycle, the expected activity in SparTen.
Benchmarks: Table 3 shows our benchmark networks which are
based on previous work [21, 33]. To obtain the sparse versions of
the networks, we apply pruning [21] to the networks’ filters using
per-layer sparsity information after retraining for accuracy [33].
We ensure that the resulting sparsity matches previously-reported
results [21]. Our simulations use a mini-batch of 16.

5

5.2

RESULTS

We show several results: (1) performance comparison of several
schemes, (2) execution time breakdown for those schemes to explain
their performance, (3) impact of greedy balancing, (4) energy comparison, and (5) SparTen’s speedup on our FPGA implementation.

5.1

Execution time breakdown

To understand the speedups, Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12
break down the above architectures’ execution time normalized to
that of Dense for AlexNet, GoogLeNet, and VGGNet, respectively.
We omit AlexNet’s Layer 0 because of SCNN’s non-unit stride issue mentioned earlier in Section 5.1. Because SCNN-one-sided and
SCNN-dense are only for sanity checking, we do not analyze them
any further. We break down execution time into (a) non-zero computation, (b) zero computation, (c) intra-cluster ( intra-PE in SCNN)
loss, and (d) inter-cluster ( inter-PE in SCNN) loss. Intra-cluster
loss captures different effects in the SparTen variants and SCNN. In
the SparTen variants, intra-cluster loss includes within-cluster load
imbalance and underutilization due to lack of filters (SparTen-noGB has only the former) whereas intra-PE idling in SCNN is due
to too few non-zero values to be multiplied (Section 2.1.1). As before, VGGNet’s Layer 0 suffers from high intra-cluster loss because
of shallow channel depth. On the other hand, inter-cluster loss in
the SparTen variants is due to insufficient amount of input and/or
number of filters to keep all the 32 clusters busy. Inter-PE loss in
SCNN occurs due to load imbalance exposed by the global, inter-PE
barriers (Section 2.1.1).
For AlexNet (Figure 10), Dense incurs many zero computations
which is the key motivation for the sparse architectures. Due to
inevitably imperfect inter-cluster load balance, Dense incurs intercluster loss in layers with insufficient work causing some clusters
to idle for a significant fraction of the overall runtime while other
clusters are busy (layers with more work have less idling relative to
the overall runtime). While One-sided reduces the zero computations,
a significant fraction remains. The SparTen variants eliminate the

Performance

We compare the performance of a dense architecture (Dense), a
one-sided sparse architecture where only the input maps are sparse
like Cnvlutin (One-sided), SparTen without either variant of greedy
balancing (SparTen-no-GB), SparTen with the software-only variant
of greedy balancing (SparTen-GB-S), SparTen with the hybrid variant of greedy balancing (SparTen), SCNN, one-sided SCNN where
only the input maps are sparse (SCNN-one-sided), and dense SCNN
(SCNN-dense). SCNN-one-sided and SCNN-dense incur SCNN’s
overheads (Section 2.1.1) whereas Dense and One-sided do not.
Because SCNN compares to the SCNN variants, we include them
as sanity checks. Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the above
schemes’ performance normalized to that of Dense for AlexNet,
GoogLeNet and VGGNet, respectively. For each network, the figures show the geometric mean for each scheme; SCNN’s mean for
AlexNet excludes layer 0 where SCNN and its derivatives perform
poorly due to non-unit convolutional stride.
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Figure 8: GoogLeNet Speedup

Figure 9: VGGNet Speedup (* mean excludes Layer0)
The same trends hold for GoogLeNet 9Figure 11) and VGGNet
(Figure 12). In GoogLeNet, the SparTen variants incur some intracluster loss in (a) the 5x5_reduce layers in both Inception 3a and
Inception 5a due to the number of filters being a non-multiple of 32
which interacts poorly with collocation and (b) 5x5 layer in Inception
3a due to residual load imbalance even after greedy balancing. The
variants also incur inter-cluster loss due to insufficient work in the
small Inception 5a layers.

5.3

Energy

To isolate the impact of buffering on Dense’s energy, we consider
Dense-naive which is Dense configured with SparTen’s buffering instead of Dense’s extremely low buffering (Table 2). Figure 13 shows
the FPGA energy for Dense-naive, Dense, Ones-sided, SparTen-noGB, SparTen-GB-S, and SparTen with GB-H) normalized to that
of Dense-naive. We do not show SCNN because it performs worse
than One-sided and its complexity is hard to model in enough detail
for meaningful energy results. Due to lack of space, we show the
average energy over the layers for each model. Further, our Verilog
synthesis toolchain does not estimate DRAM energy which cannot

Figure 10: AlexNet Execution Time Breakdown
remaining zeros. The variants’ less work also leads to less work for
the busy clusters and hence less idling for the idle clusters. SparTenno-GB’s main overhead is within-cluster load imbalance (no intracluster loss due to lack of filters) which is reduced by SparTenGB-S and nearly eliminated by SparTen. SCNN removes all zero
computation but incurs significant intra- and inter-PE losses.
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Figure 11: GoogLeNet Execution Time Breakdown

Figure 12: VGGNet Execution Time Breakdown
be normalized easily against the accelerator’s energy. Therefore, we
show compute and memory energies separately. We further break
down compute and memory into zero and non-zero components.
For AlexNet, Dense’e compute energy is lower than that of the
others due to Dense’s low buffering needs, as highlighted by the
drop from Dense-naive to Dense. Even so, Dense’s compute energy
is dominated by the zero component which is reduced by One-sided
and eliminated by the SparTen variants. However, non-zero computation incurs more energy in these architectures than in Dense
because of sparse computation overheads. That is, extra buffering,
inner-join and output compaction (to a much smaller extent) incur
more energy than Dense’s simple multiply-accumulate. The SparTen
variants have more non-zero compute energy than One-sided because
two-sided inner-join takes more energy than one-sided inner-join.
Though we account for SparTen’s permutation network energy (due
to GB-H), it is relatively too small to be visible (recall from Section 3.3 that GB-H needs only a low-bandwidth network due to low
demand). Note that the sparse computation latency overheads do
not hurt performance due to simple pipelining (Section 5.1) but the
energy overheads cannot be pipelined away. Overall, SparTen incurs
2x compute energy increase over Dense and achieves 1.5x reduction over One-sided. Nevertheless, SparTen is better than Dense in
performance per Joule (4.7x better in performance and 2x worse in
compute energy, ignoring SparTen’s memory energy advantage over
Dense discussed next).
Because buffering affects only compute energy and not memory energy, the memory energies for Dense-naive and Dense are
identical. Unlike Dense’s compute energy, its memory energy is

dominated by non-zeros because while compute volume reduces
quadratically over sparsity memory volume reduces only linearly.
Both One-sided and SparTen incur bit-mask and pointer overheads
(Section 3.1) for their non-zero data. As in compute, One-sided reduces the zero component and the SparTen variants eliminate it. The
SparTen variants have the same memory energy due to their identical
memory volumes. While the same trends in compute and memory
energies hold for GoogLeNet and VGGNet, SparTen is better where
Dense’s zero components for compute and memory, and hence the
opportunity for sparse architectures, are higher. Overall, SparTen
achieves 1.4x memory energy reduction over Dense and 1.3x over
One-sided.
It may seem that Dense’s lower buffering would imply an area
advantage over SparTen. However, based on SparTen’s memory
energy advantage over Dense, SparTen’s on-chip SRAM would be
25-30% smaller than Dense’s, offsetting SparTen’s buffering bloat.
Given that the on-chip SRAM tends to be large (e.g., TPU’s 20 MB),
the offset would likely be substantial.

5.4

Impact of greedy balancing

Figure 14 (red curve) plots the fraction of non-zeros in a given chunk
of a filter (i.e., density) on the Y-axis for each of the 384 filters
(X-axis) of AlexNet’s ’Layer 2’ which is representative. The filters
are sorted by density for visual clarity. We make two observations.
First, the absolute density is fairly low (e.g. the median density is
approximately 24%). Second, there is significant variation in the
density from under 10% to over 40%. Such variance leads to load
imbalance.
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Figure 13: SparTen’s energy savings
Figure 15: AlexNet Speedup on FPGA

Figure 14: Impact of Greedy Balancing
Figure 14 (blue curve) displays the distribution after the hybrid
variant of greedy balancing (GB-H). Note that the X-axis should now
be treated as “filter-pairs” because of GB-H’s pair-wise collocation
(Section 3.3). As such, the X-axis extent is cut in half from 384 filters
to 192 filter-pairs. The filter-pairs’ density has much less variation
indicating improved load balance.

5.5

Figure 16: GoogLeNet Speedup on FPGA

FPGA performance results

Figure 15, Figure 16, and Figure 17 show the speedups of One-sided,
SparTen-no-GB, and SparTen over Dense obtained on the FPGA for
AlexNet, GoogLeNet and VGGNet, respectively. We do not compare to other accelerators because writing working RTL for multiple,
disparate designs is time-consuming. As expected, the speedups increase in the order of One-sided, SparTen-no-GB and SparTen for all
three networks with the known exceptions of the GoogLeNet layers.
As in the simulation (Section 5.1), SparTen achieves good speedups.
For all the models together, SparTen performs 4.3x and 1.9x better
than a dense architecture and a one-sided sparse architecture, respectively. while the speedup trends match those in the simulation
results, the absolute speedups obtained by the FPGA are slightly
lower than those reported by the simulation. This discrepancy stems
from the FPGA becoming memory-bound in some cases where the
computation decreases more (quadratically with sparsity) than the
memory traffic (linearly with sparsity).

5.6

Figure 17: VGGNet Speedup on FPGA
Table 4: ASIC Area and Power for SparTen (45nm)
Component
Buffers
Prefix-sum
Priority Encoder
MACs
Permute Network
Other
Total

Area (mm2 )
0.1
0.418
0.0626
0.0432
0.0344
0.1
0.766

Power (mW)
19.2
48
6.4
13.82
10.6
20.28
118.30

ASIC synthesis results
clock speeds. In area, SparTen (0.766 mm2 with 32 MAC units using 45 nm technology) compares favorably to SCNN (0.123 mm2
with 16 MACs using denser 16 nm technology). SCNN does not
provide power estimates. As mentioned above, comparing to other
accelerators would be time-consuming.

Table 4 shows the area and power estimates for one SparTen cluster. Our synthesis achieves 800-MHz clock speed. In comparison,
SCNN achieves 1-GHz clock speed on 16-nm technology (which
enjoys 23% faster fan-out-of-4 inverter (FO4) delay over our 45-nm
technology [24]). As such, SparTen and SCNN have comparable
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RELATED WORK

software is similar to CC’s row permutation, the shuffling criteria of
SparTen’s GB and CC are completely different (group by density versus jigsaw-fit to avoid conflicts), Further, GB-H explores grouping
at chunk granularity instead of CC’s whole-filter granularity.
Previous High-Performance Computing (HPC) work on sparse
data is relevant to SparTen. Among sparse representations in HPC,
CSR is general and widely-adopted by sparse BLAS libraries including Sparse BLAS and cuSPARSE (Nvidia’s sparse BLAS library).
Many implementations improve sparse BLAS’s performance over
general-purpose processors [5, 44]. But the implementations remain significantly slower than dense accelerators like GPUs. Instead,
SparTen uses a bit-mask representation for efficient implementation.
Further, SparTen proposes GB to tackle the fundamental tension
between load imbalance and reuse in sparse CNNs, which is not
addressed by previous work.

Architectures for dense CNNs have optimized compute [17, 23, 25,
28, 37], memory [7, 14, 30], and reuse [3, 8]. However, sparse architectures can significantly reduce compute and data volumes to
achieve better performance and energy. Section 1 discusses the semisparse architectures [2, 11, 19, 42]. We have discussed extensively
SCNN, a fully-sparse architecture. Diffy [31] further improves nonzero computations by exploiting the small differences in the values
The bit-serial architectures [1, 11, 36] reduce compute work by leveraging Booth encoding to elide zero bits. While this approach opens
a new opportunity, there are four issues. First, the schemes transfer
zero values to and from memory incurring on-chip SRAM area and
energy, and memory energy and bandwidth costs, unlike SparTen.
Second, the fundamental tension between reuse and bit-level load
imbalance remains. For example, Bit-Laconic’s array of 16 x 9 Laconic Processing Elements [36] incurs an implicit barrier after every
set of encoded-pair multiplications but does not provide load balancing like SparTen’s greedy balancing. Third, Bit-Laconic presents
100x or more speedup opportunity in many models. meaning that
out of the possible 81 (256) radix-four (radix-two) encoded-pair
multiplications for 16-bit operands, fewer than 1 (2.5) encoded pair
is non-zero on average (for 8-bit operands, 0.25 (0.6) non-zero
encoded pair on average). Finally, just as sparse-value schemes including SparTen need conservative buffering which incurs overhead
compared to dense architectures (Section 4), bit-sparse schemes also
need conservative buffering of full values before Booth encoding.
PermDNN [12] transforms sparse filters into a permuted diagonal
matrices [16] only for fully-connected layers whereas SparTen targets convolutional layers. CirCNN [13] uses block-circulant matrices
for filters but requires complex FFT hardware and does not capture
all sparsity.
In-memory accelerators [4, 9, 35, 38] leverage analog logic to
achieve dense matrix multiplication. It would be hard for such accelerators to leverage sparsity. Further, analog logic incurs the wellknown issues of noise, scalability, and process variation which affects speed in digital logic but value accuracy in analog logic where
values change with transistor parameters. Increasing CNN inaccuracy by 10% (e.g., degrading accuracy from 90% to 89%) may be
unacceptable due to undoing a year’s effort by machine learning
experts. To account for process variation, each chip may have to be
trained separately to maintain accuracy.
Cambricon-S’s coarse-grain pruning clamps to zeros the values
in contiguous positions in a group of filters. The clamped values
cannot be changed in retraining. Similarly, Scalpel[41] proposes
coarse-grain pruning at the granularity of the hardware width to
maintain regularity. In contrast, Deep Compression [20] prunes each
filter value independent of neighboring values where retraining can
change zeros. As such, coarse-grain pruning may degrade accuracy.
Unlike Deep Compression, Cambricon-S and Scalpel do not evaluate accuracy on high-accuracy deep models. Column combining
(CC) [26] proposes to merge whole sparse columns into a denser
column to improve systolic array utilization. The merging prunes
all but the largest non-zero value when multiple non-zero values are
merged. CC lowers the accuracy from 93.75% to 93% which is not a
0.75% loss of accuracy as reported but a 12% increase in inaccuracy.
As explained in Section 1, while SparTen GB-S’s unshuffling in

7

CONCLUSION

Exploiting two-sided sparsity – zeros in both the feature maps and
filters – in convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to reduce compute
and data volumes is challenging. Sparse vector-vector dot product,
a key primitive in CNNs, requires an inner join of the two sparse
vectors using the non-zero position as the key with a single value
field. To avoid the inner join, SCNN performs a Cartesian product
capturing the relevant multiplications. However, this approach incurs
several overheads and is not applicable to non-unit-stride convolutions. Further, exploiting reuse in sparse CNNs fundamentally causes
systematic load imbalance which is not addressed by SCNN.
We proposed SparTen which achieves efficient inner join by providing support for native two-sided sparse execution and memory
storage. To tackle load imbalance, SparTen employs a software
scheme, called greedy balancing, which groups filters by density via
two variants, a software-only one which uses whole-filter density
and a software-hardware hybrid which uses finer-grain density. Our
simulations show that, on average, SparTen performs 4.7x, 1.8x, and
3x better than a dense architecture, one-sided sparse architecture, and
SCNN, respectively. SparTen also achieves 1.5x and 1.3x lower compute and memory energy than the one-sided architecture. Our FPGA
implementation shows that SparTen performs 4.3x and 1.9x better
than a dense architecture and a one-sided sparse architecture, respectively. Further, SparTen is broadly applicable to convolutional layers
using any stride, non-convolutional deep neural networks (DNNs)
such as long short-term memory (LSTMs), recurrent neural networks (RNNs), and multi-level perceptrons (MLP), as well as sparse
linear algebra for High-Performance Computing (HPC). We leave
extending SparTen to these other DNNs and HPC to future work. As
such, SparTen’s simplicity, efficiency, and high performance make it
an attractive architecture for sparse matrix computations.
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